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Spring 1 Newsletter Year 1  
 

COMPUTING 

Exciting times ahead in Spring 1 Computing! Our 
young artists will explore digital creativity, 
discovering the magic of digital tools to craft 
imaginative masterpieces. From pixel art to graphic 
design, they'll unleash their creativity in a fun and 
interactive learning journey! 

Art 

Get ready for a burst of creativity! 
Your young artists will explore the 
wonders of colour creations, 
drawing inspiration from the 
renowned artist Kandinsky. 
Through vibrant activities, they'll 
paint, mix, and experiment, 
discovering the magic of hues. 
Your child will embark on a 

colourful journey, nurturing their 
artistic spirit.  

MUSIC 

          

 

Explore rhythms, instruments, 
dance, and musical stories. 
Collaborate, discover genres, and 
express emotions. Enjoy the 
journey with 'In the Groove'—a 
musical adventure awaits your 
child. 

PSHE 

Get ready for an exciting Spring 1 in 
PSHE! Our little dreamers will 
embark on a journey of self-
discovery, exploring aspirations and 
setting achievable goals. Through 
fun activities and discussions, we 
aim to inspire and empower children 
to dream big. Parents, join us in 
nurturing their dreams and 
supporting the path to success. Let 
the adventure begin! 

SCIENCE 

Exploring Spring's wonders, children will 
observe changing weather, identify 
seasonal patterns, and learn about 
nature's transformations. Engaging 
activities include weather chart creation, 
plant growth experiments, and outdoor 
observations. Through hands-on 
experiences, we aim to foster curiosity 
and understanding of the fascinating 

science behind seasons and weather 

RE 

In Spring 1 RE, our children will explore intriguing 
questions from Christianity, Islam, and Sikhism. 
Engaging with religious books and stories, they'll 
discover the wisdom and values within each faith. 
Through vibrant activities, we aim to spark curiosity 
and foster respect for diverse beliefs, encouraging a 
deeper understanding of the world. 

Geography 

Get ready for an exciting journey! This term, our young 
explorers will delve into 'People and Their Communities' 
in geography. Through engaging activities, they'll learn 
about diverse cultures, local landmarks, and the 
importance of community. Watch as their curiosity and 

understanding of the world blossom this spring. 

INFORMATION 
PE days are Mondays and Wednesdays 
Please ensure children are in their school PE kit and 
jewellery is removed. 
Reading books  
We hear all children read weekly and reading books are 
changed regularly.  
Please make sure your child brings their reading book 
and Reading Record to school every day. 
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MATHS 

Welcome to Spring 1 in Maths! This term, our 
young learners will dive into the world of numbers 
up to 50, mastering addition and subtraction with 
fun and engaging activities. Get ready for exciting 
challenges that build strong foundational math 
skills. Our explorers will also discover the wonders 
of shapes and volumes, sparking creativity and 
critical thinking. Through hands-on experiences 
and interactive lessons, we aim to make learning an 
enjoyable adventure. Parents, thank you for your 
support as we embark on this mathematical 
journey together! 

English 

Get ready for an exciting Spring 1! In Reading, your 
child will soar through the RWI scheme, mastering 
new sounds and achieving fluency. Writing takes a 
chilly turn as we focus on winter and cold places, 
sparking creative expression. Expect enchanting 
tales of frosty adventures! We're delving into 
shape poems, turning words into art. Plus, we're 
beginning our journey into adjectives, adding 
vibrant colours to their descriptive skills. 
Embracing the season's beauty, we'll intertwine 
nature with our literary explorations. Your 
involvement is key, so join the fun at home! Look 
out for progress updates and special activities. 


